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The David Attenborough
Blue Planet series has
definitely had an impact
on the sustainability
conversation with
a desire frommany
organisations now
to ban some plastic

products. Apparently, we use around
8.5 billion straws a year and they are
the products most commonly found on
beach clean-ups. I was impressed by
the TV coverage that British tableware
manufacturer, Plastico, received on The
One Show, and I have heard from one
UK supplier that sales of its re-usable
water bottles are going through the roof.
This is good news. The promotional

products industry doesn’t have a great
record when it comes to sustainability. I

attended the Sedex conference this year
for the first time and there were some very
interesting observations here, as well as
lessons to be learned from big blue chips
who are combining sustainable practices
with running successful businesses.
Marks & Spencer’s Plan A project has
focused on sustainability and ethical
sourcing and is already forcing change
through the supply chain. Promotional
products companies that have polices
on supporting the environment, and
sourcing from ethical suppliers will see a
commercial benefit I believe, because their
customers are starting to ask questions.
The BPMA has developed a new

end user campaign following the
two successful shows in March -
B2B Marketing Expo and Marketing
Week Live. These are very important

platforms for our industry to engage
with marketers and educate them on
the value of our discipline. Do check
out the www.bringyourbrandtolife.
co.uk website. We are promoting new
and award-winning products too.
The BPMA also conducted its regular
research feature on buyer attitudes to
branded merchandise and we will be
sharing these findings later in the year.
In the meantime, I encourage members

to maximise the use of our existing
research on their websites, e-signatures,
videos, blogs, catalogues and social
media platforms. Keep hammering
home the message that promotional
merchandise means business.

Gordon Glenister,
director general of the BPMA
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PSI is set to be bigger next year
with the incorporation of PromoTex
Expo, an international trade show for
promotional apparel, sportswear and
workwear. PromoTex Expo will take place
concurrently with PSI and viscom from
8 to 10 January 2019 in Düsseldorf.
Organiser Reed Exhibitions claims the

move creates Europe’s largest alliance of
advertising and sales events. It is predicted
that the three shows will draw more than
1,000 exhibiting companies and more than
20,000 trade visitors from around the world.
About 140 exhibitors are expected to

participate in the first PromoTex Expo in Hall
13 of the Exhibition Centre in Düsseldorf.
Petra Lassahn, event director in charge of
all three trade shows, said: “Nearly half of
all trade visitors will travel from outside
Germany – a level of internationality that’s
unsurpassed in Europe. That’s because

here at PromoTex they get to meet the
most important international textile
manufacturers, importers, textile distributors
and finishing services providers.”
The focus will be on such hot topics as

mass customisation and personalisation,
smart clothes, sustainability, and textile
finishing. Creative special exhibits covering
key industry topics and networking
formats including a matchmaking
event round off the programme and
provide the industry with the perfect

foundation for lead generation, relationship
management and continuing education.
Reed Exhibitions has appointed Stefan

Roller-Aßfalg, a veteran in the textile
finishing and promotions industry as
project manager of PromoTex Expo.
Michael Freter, managing director, Reed

Exhibitions Deutschland said that while PSI
members and certified agencies would retain
the exclusive right to visit PSI, PromoTex Expo
and viscom would be open to international
trade visitors without memberships.
“By creating a dedicated textile advertising

world – the PromoTex Expo – we’re
strengthening the exclusive character of
PSI. We did that because again and again
we’d heard about a desire for an open
trading zone beyond the limits of the PSI
Show, especially from the promotional
textiles segment. In the new structure,
we’re doing justice to both sides,” he said.

Addition to PSI puts clothing in the mix

UK distributor BTC Group is merging with
US counterpart Geiger. The company will
now be known as Geiger BTC Group and will
support clients in the UK and across Europe.
BTC Group is the largest privately owned

promotional products distributor in the
UK. Geiger is a five-generation family owned
and managed company and the largest
such distributor in the US. The union of the
two firms is part of a strategy to support the
needs of global customers in North America,
Europe, and elsewhere around the world.
The 55-strong Geiger BTC Group team

will continue to be led by Frank Murphy as its
managing director. The combined company will
have a headcount of almost 400 employees.
Frank Murphy said the BTC team was

excited to be part of the expanding Geiger

global network. “We have known each
other for years and have worked together
on many projects. Because our companies
have similar cultures, and each bring unique
strengths, this formal joining of companies
will enable us to better provide the enhanced
services that multi-national customers are
requiring of their business partners.”
Gene Geiger, CEO, Geiger, said: “This

is a watershed opportunity for our firm,
merging with the UK’s market leader. We can
already see we will learn a great deal from
the talented team at BTC Group. Moreover,
Geiger BTC Group will become the
launching pad to support our growth in
Europe and beyond. This is really a case of
one plus one equalling three and more.”
Financial terms were not disclosed.

Geiger gains European foothold with BTC deal

BIC Graphic
Europe is
delighted to
announce
that Michelle
Wynne has
joined the
UK field sales
team. She brings a wealth
of sales experience from
her time as a distributor
with Sports Merchandise
Global and Brand Addition.
Wynne joins at a time when

BIC Graphic has refocussed
on its core business and is
looking to bring a new range
of products and services to
market. She said: “I’m very
pleased to be part of the BIC
Graphic team. It’s an exciting
time to be joining the company,
and I’m really looking forward
to the opportunity to work
alongside our distributors
with the new BIC offerings.”
Mark Tuttle, sales manager,

UK and Ireland, said: “We are
delighted that Michelle has
joined us, and she will play an
important role as we implement
our new strategy for the UK and
Irish markets. Her experience
in the distributor channel will
serve her and the company
well, and she is a welcome
addition to the group.”

BIC Graphic
expands field
sales team

Scanglo’s very own athletic star, Iona Lake,
headed to Australia’s Gold Coast to take part
in the 2018 Commonwealth Games.

The Scanglo production manager
spent two years in the USA after gaining a
scholarship at the University of Virginia and
has worked at the family business since
her return to the UK in 2016. The 3000m
steeplechase specialist qualified for Team
England in the autumn of 2017 after winning
both the English and British Championships
and gaining the qualification time at a top
flight international meet in Zagreb, Croatia.

“We are all totally behind Iona leading up to
the Games,” said Matt Lake, director, Scanglo.
“We recognise her dreams and talent and as
such have to be very a flexible employer. the

Games underway we are hoping for success
Down Under for Iona, which at this standard
means completing this difficult event to the
very best of her abilities.”
Iona ran bravely in the 3000m final

alongside two other English runners,
coming eighth.

Chasing the team England dream
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Briman Group adds three new members
Briman Group membership now
stands at 22 British manufacturers of
promotional products following the
addition of three new companies.
The latest members are Juniper

Trading, a leading UK manufacturer of
leather goods; Rossi Ice Cream based
in Southend-on-Sea and winner of
Merchandise World award for edible
product of the year, and Clear Prospects,
which specialises in textiles and fabrics.
Chair of the group, Mark Alderson

from First Editions, said: “Many
distributors have expressed interest in
promoting British made goods to their
clients, particularly with a lot of media
attention around this. I am delighted
to welcome these new members. We

have come a long way since
the start of our group. While
our aims were principally
about promoting the
group as a whole, we
have also found many
shared interests and
our meetings are
very productive.”
Michael Robinson,

(pictured) director of
Lancashire-based Clear
Prospects, said: “I’m so proud
of my team and how the company,
having been trading successfully for over
18 years has been thriving behind the
scenes for all this time. What’s surprised
me most this year and being back on

the exhibition and marketing
circuit is just how many
people remember us even
though we’ve only been
there in the background
with an occasional
news email. Marketing
spend can clearly last
a long time and shows
just how important it

is to get your name out
there and make sure it’s

memorable enough to stick in
people’s minds. Innovation through

groups such Briman and others that
have been going a while all help with
our endeavours to be remembered and
at the end of the day sell our products.”

Prime Minister Theresa May plans to
ban all avoidable plastic waste in the
UK by 2042. About 8.3 billion tonnes
of plastic waste have been generated
globally by 2015, with almost 80%
going to landfill.
Despite the 5p tax on plastic bags,

more than 2.1bn plastic bags were
still sold. By contrast, Bangladesh
banned all carrier bags in 2002.
A petition to reduce and end

single use plastics received almost
12,000 signatures, so how could this
affect the UK promotions industry?
John Godfrey, managing director of
bottled water supplier Just a Drop,
commented on a potential tax.
“Bottled water for events is still a
low cost branded option and while
this may have some impact, those
that see the value in offering visitors
a bottle of water will continue to
do so, however there are a lot of

unanswered questions currently.”
Mark Alderson, managing director,

First Editions said that since Blue
Planet he can’t make the company’s
Bio water bottles quick enough, the
demand is so great.
Meanwhile, in the US California is

considering a bill that would require
clothing makers to put a warning
label on garments that contain more
than 50% polyester. Microfibers that
shed from fabric when it’s washed
can end up polluting oceans and
threatening sea life. Studies have
found that microfibers comprise up
to 85% of debris on shorelines.
If Bill 2379 passes, polyester

apparel sold in California, starting
in 2020, would need the labelling,
explaining that the garment sheds
plastic microfibers when machine
washed and should instead be hand-
washed.

Plastic challenge
could be opportunity

Steve Gadd has joined the growing promotional
product division of Premier Impressions in the
new role of sales and marketing manager.
The former Logobugs Plus UK sales manager

has been tasked with ramping up sales activity
with distributor customers, buoyed with
the introduction of two new products. The
Marathon and Ezee-Write pens were launched
recently and both products have received
positive feedback.
Alan Stride, managing director, Premier

Impressions, said that following the
introduction of a number of new product
ranges, such as PromoMate, uni-ball and Markie
pens, and CamelBak sports bottles, it was time
to take things to the next level for distributor
clients.
“During the last few years we have invested

in new systems and increased our internal sales
team in order to support the promotional trade
with our expanding range of products,” he
said. “Steve’s new role as sales and marketing
manager will allow us to expand our sales
opportunities externally even more, whilst
also providing internal management of the
day to day running of the sales and marketing
departments.”
Gadd said he was looking forward to the

challenge of continuing sales growth and
raising brand awareness of the Premier Brands
portfolio. “The products we have are up there
with the best that are available in the industry
and the team's task is to offer these to the trade
combined with a world class service from our
Newhaven Facility.”

PREMIER BRANDS
ADDS SALES AND
MARKETING ROLE
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The BPMA helped support Wear a Hat Day
on the 29 March with director general
Gordon Glenister and membership account
manager George Turnbull out and about in
Cambridge challenging a few hopefuls to
wear as many hats as possible in less than
a minute.
Charity, Brain Tumour Research created

the awareness day that helps fund vital
research for this deadly disease of which
more than 16,000 people were diagnosed
last year. Headwear specialist Sharon Lee
provided 50 caps free of charge to support
the charity. BPMA helped raise some money
for the day and other members got involved
in the challenge too.
Many organisations, pressure groups

and charities raise vital funds by holding
awareness days and most of them
use branded merchandise as a key
component. The charity also used T-shirts,
hat-shaped pin badges, branded hats, wrist
bands, and pens. The organisation has

an impressive store too including aprons,
wedding favour cards, cycling jerseys, tea
towels, mugs, photo booth kits and car grills.

Hats off to the BPMA

PPAI asks
Trump to
back down on
China tariffs
America’s Promotional Products
Association International (PPAI)
has joined 44 other US
associations and trade groups
opposing President Trump’s
planned tariffs on Chinese
imports.
In a letter to the President,

the group said that while it had
serious concerns regarding China’s
trade policies and practices, it
regarded tariffs as likely to have
harmful consequences for the US
economy.
The imposition of sweeping

tariffs would trigger a chain
reaction of negative consequences
for the U.S. economy, the group
warned. “The Administration
should not respond to unfair
Chinese practices and policies by
imposing tariffs or other measures
that will harm US companies,
workers, farmers, ranchers,
consumers, and investors,” the
three-page letter stated.
PPAI, which represents the $21-

plus billion promotional products
industry, is encouraging industry
practitioners to contact their
members of Congress and urging
them to oppose the tariff proposal.
The associations outline how

imposing tariffs would harm
consumers, workers and a wide
range of industries across the
country and would negate recent
gains for the US economy and
the benefits of comprehensive
tax reform. Tariffs on electronics,
apparel and other consumer
products would increase prices
for US consumers and businesses
while doing little to address the
fundamental challenges posed by
unfair and discriminatory Chinese
trade practices. The associations
encourage the Administration
to work with industry experts to
identify a targeted solution to this
problem.
President Trump announced

tariffs of 25% on Chinese goods
worth $50 billion, only for China
to announce its own $50bn of US
goods that it would raise tariffs
on. Further tariffs have been
threatened by both sides in the
tit-for-tat row.



QUOTE CODE: WSAPR FOR 10% OFF
worldsource@pfconcept.co.uk • 01933 673 111

• Monitor your performance • Measure your steps, time, distance, calories burnt & sleep quality •
• Works as a remote shutter for your camera • Free APP compatible with Android & iOS •

• Micro USB cable is included • Supplied in retail gift box • Decorate with a doming to the buckle •
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activity tracker
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wellbeing.
AT300 Activity Tracker.
Leadtime: From 7 Working Days.
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This design classic is a showpiece in
the pen world. Make your advertising
even more compelling.

POINTMETAL

• Available in 5 colours

• senator® metal refill G2, ISO-12757 1+2

• Ink colour: blue

• Branding techniques:

- Screen print
- Laser engraving*
*available on metal upper only
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David Handy
passes away
The BPMA has been advised
that David Handy passed
away on 17 March 2018.
Dave Handy came to

the industry in the late 70s
working for the distributor
company Dart Advertising.
Around 1985 David left to
set up his own company,
Action Advertising in South
Shields. The company was
successful, and he worked
closely for many years
with his work partner, Dave
Babcock. Dave Handy semi-
retired in about 2015.
Dave had two children,

Matthew and Laura, from his
first marriage to Celia, but
was more lately married to
Lindsay. He enjoyed a good
family relationship over the
years celebrating all the
children’s milestones together.
Dave was diagnosed in
February 2017 with pancreatic
cancer and was undergoing
appropriate treatment. He
fought bravely until the very
end, having been away only
the weekend before his death
to celebrate a friend’s birthday.
His funeral was at South

Shields crematorium
on 3 April.
Mike Gittins of Unique

Books recalls working
with Dave. “From my own
perspective, one of my
clearest memories is the
great times we had together
in the early 80s – telling
tall stories, overindulging
at trade fairs such as The
Metropole in Brighton, but
above all enjoying a trade
where in those days your
word was your bond, and
suppliers and distributors
worked very closely together
for the good of the business.
Though I haven’t seen Dave
recently, I will miss him.”

The BPMA supported the Homeless
but human campaign during recent
freezing weather conditions in London.
Organised by Tiger Blue PR, the event

took a London bus to Liverpool Street
Station with the aim of giving food and
drink to people on the streets. Merchandise

companies that backed the event
were Evolve Branding, which provided
T-shirts, B-Loony supplied giveaway
balloons, and Printvision created a print
cheque for the £700 collected by the
event, as well as promotional banners.
The event attracted media attention and

was supported by a number of celebrities.
Costa Coffee provided all the hot drinks.
A further event is planned for 25 May.

BPMA members back London
homelessness project

With the World Cup just over a
month away, thoughts inevitably
turn to the beautiful game, and
what better way to harness the
spirit of football, than with some
spanking new branded footballs?
14 Promotions’ thermo

bond footballs use the very latest
technology in the production of
high grade, professional match
play balls. The technology was
first brought to the world back
in 2010 with the launch of the
Jabulani Ball for the World
Cup Final in South Africa.
The ball uses a special textured

thermo-plastic material called
Teckno which is currently
available in white. 14 Promotions
can then print any template
design over the panels which
can include a company logo or
name in up to four spot colours.
Currently offered as a 32-panel

ball, each panel is hand crafted,
printed and glued along the edge
before being placed over the inner
bladder. Once each panel is in
place the ball is then heat pressure
treated which joins all the panels
to create the seamless finished
product with not one stitch in

sight. The benefit of this ball is
improved flight and handling with
zero air loss and it is watertight
due to the welded seams.
Each ball is produced to meet

IMS (international match standard)
and is free of child labour. The
minimum order quality is only 25
balls per design and the lead time
is only 4-5 weeks from artwork
approval. So, whether you want
to bend it like Beckham, or just
have a kick about in the park, you’ll
have a ball that’s up to the job.
www.promosports.co.uk

PRODUCT OF

THE MONTH
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THE EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE

The Pan-European study found that
companies taking part expected to see a 5.3%
growth in sales in 2018, marginally up on the
figure of 5.2% for 2017.

Key markets
The barometer found that sales of
merchandise are spread over many industry
verticals with automotive being the most
important, named by 37% of respondents.
Finance and insurance (27%), retail (26%),
construction (26%), and tourism (24%) were
the next most important.

Profitable products
When it comes to product
categories that are driving
profits, apparel topped the
survey with 27% naming it
their most profitable sector
in 2017. Electronics and
multimedia (17%), school and
office supplies (12%), and lifestyle
and accessories (10%) were the next
most profitable.

These profit centres remained relatively
unchanged from the previous year, with
only 8% of suppliers and 12.7% of distributors
noting any changes.

Choosing a distributor
A total of 75% of companies said they were
convinced of the effectiveness of promotional
products. When it comes to choosing a
distributor, good service was named as the
most important reason by 70%, followed
by advice (53.3%) and a good business
relationship (50%).

Company size and sales
The surveyed member companies generated

The Europeeean promotional producttts sector is in great healthhh
accordinggg to ttthe sixth PSI industryyy barooometer, which had feedbbback

from 740 European suppliers and distributors.

SUPPLIERS TRENDS NOTED:
● In-house developments in

high-quality personalised print
production.

● Organic fashion and eco-
friendly textile screen printing
is demanded more and more
frequently.

● Quality awareness is steadily
increasing. Service is a theme
that’s gaining in importance.

● There’s a trend towards high-
value products.

● Our customers need more-
innovative and more-creative
products than they used to.

● The focus is on European production.
● It seems that companies had a

higher budget for promotional
products in 2017.

DISTRIBUTORS TRENDS
NOTED:
● Our customers increasingly

request products that are helpful
and have a long service life.

● More and more mugs and
porcelain cups are requested,
since the trend is moving away
from plastic cups.

● There’s a much greater selection
of finishing methods that can
be offered to the customer. New
products are being launched
throughout the year.

● It’s notable that considerably
more electronic products are
being requested.

Internnnational

average sallles offf €€€666.444 miiilllllliiion iiin 222000111777.
However, 50% of companies had sales of
under €1m. Between the period of 2013
to 2017 there has been some shift in the
composition of the market with a slight
move towards larger companies in both the
supplier and distributor sector. However, this
seems to have been less pronounced than in
the UK where the recent Sourcing City report
indicated a greater consolidation of the
industry around larger players.

Margins
The average industry margin noted by

the report was 25.7%. Respondents
were split almost in half regarding
their satisfaction with margins.
The 51% who were unsatisfied
gave reasons including
customers pushing prices down
(76%); too much competition
(69%), and overhead expenses

too high (30%).

Sustainability
A growing number of companies are looking
to become certified as sustainable. The
biggest growth for suppliers was in businesses
aligning with EU standards, which was up to
30.5% from 18.6% in 2016. ISO certification
was named as most important by distributors
and saw a big increase from 19.5% to 34.7%.

Larger companies are more active
in taking steps towards demonstrating
sustainability with 75% of businesses with
50 to 99 employees saying they were doing
so, compared with just 4% of sole traders.
Overall 35% of companies are taking steps.
An average of 36% of goods are certified in
some way and 65% of companies advertise
this fact.

THE AVERAGE
VALUE OF AN
ORDERWAS

€2,100 IN 2017



Advice

Supply artwork
The artwork or logo is usually
supplied by your client and
passed to your garment printing
supplier. This artwork has to be
created in a Vectored or outlined
format for solid spot colours,
however anything photographic
has to be supplied actual size
300dpi high resolution.

Print film positives
Your final digital art file is then
colour separated to make
film positives. The software
communicates this information
to an office printer that will print

How many customers know how an idea becomes a reality in the
form of a T-shirt? Clive Allcott looks at the work involved

ASK CLIVE

black ink or toner on a clear
plastic surface. Some printers
can now print directly on to
the screen. One film positive is
printed for each colour that is
going to be screen printed. If
the base garment is coloured,
then an extra base screen will
be created of the full image.

Make the screens
Metal frames are covered with
a tight acrylic mesh fabric and
coated with a light sensitive
emulsion. The dry film positive
is fixed to the screen with
some clear tape. The frames
are then placed on an exposure
unit and exposed to intense
light. The black ink or toner
on the film positive blocks
the light from shining on the
emulsion in those areas. Once
the exposure is complete, each
frame is rinsed off with water

and the emulsion in the areas
that were blocked from the
light dissolve allowing ink to
pass through the open mesh.

Set up the press
The printer and press operator
prints one colour on to a test
garment and aligns the other
screens that make up the image
– this is called registration. The
printer then adds the appropriate
ink to its corresponding frame
and runs a sample by printing
all the colours. Adjustments are
made until all colours line up.

Print
Each shirt is loaded on to
the screen printing pallet
and makes its way around
the press stopping at each
head (or station) where a
different ink colour is printed.
Once all the colours have
been printed, the shirt travels
through a dryer to set the ink.

Bear in mind that the same
time and set up goes into
50 shirts as 5,000.

You can contact Clive on
clive@bpma.co.uk
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End user shows are a great way for the merchandise industry
to talk to a wider audience. Reviewing two of the biggest,

Product Media looks at what makes a great show

SPREADING THE

WORD

S
pring is the time for regeneration
and new life, so it was appropriate
that the BPMA was banging the
drum for merchandise at two of

the most important marketing events
scheduled for the early part of the year.
Two shows aimed at end users have

become a valuable complement to the
industry’s own trade shows which are
aimed at bringing distributors and suppliers
together. Both Marketing Week Live and
B2B Marketing Expo provide platforms for
the industry to speak to a wider audience
and raise awareness of the vital role that
product media can play in a brand’s plans.
Marketing Week Live was collocated with

the Marketing Insight Show at Olympia in
March. This was a popular event attended
by all levels of marketers. More than
5,500 visitors were keen to update their
knowledge and find new products to
enhance their marketing opportunities.
The event brought together some of the

most respected specialists in the industry
all under one roof and aimed to be lively,
engaging and informative for visitors.
BPMA introduced its own colourful

slant on proceedings with its ‘Bring Your
Brand to Life’ message. Director general
Gordon Glenister’s session attracted
more than 160 listeners and used a
branded clothing flashmob of dancers to

highlight how merchandise has impact.
The BPMA stand was busy throughout

the two days with the Merchandise
World award winners creating quite an
opportunity to see what new and innovative
products were coming into the market.
Spring’s other show, B2B Marketing Expo,

claims to be Europe’s biggest marketing
event of its kind with more than 7,500
visitors. It ran alongside four other shows -
B2C Marketing & Advertising, MTEX, Call &
Contact Centre Expo and Sales Innovation
Expo. Excel, London hosted this large
show, where seminars from 100 speakers
ran throughout the day. Keynote speakers
included major marketers from LinkedIn,
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Google, and ITV, to pick out just a few.
The two days were flowing with visitors

and the BPMA presence created a real buzz
during the show with Bring Your Brand to
Life's cuddly toy chimpanzee mascot, getting
a lot of attention. The #namethechimp
campaign caused quite a pull to the stand,
with Sharon Fox of Price Bailey coming
up trumps with the name Buttons.

Gordon Glenister was put in the spotlight
by the Marketing Expo filming crew to explain
the importance of quality promotional
merchandise and what part they play in the
marketing mix. He also took the opportunity
during his talk on ‘21 Ways to Engage Your
Clients Using Merchandise Creatively’ to
address the importance of the recycling
global crisis that governments are focusing
on. This message was reinforced by handing
out branded BPMA reusable drinkware

Putting on an exhibition can be stressful,
and Allwag Promotions tested the nerves
of its team this March, exhibiting at four
major UK shows within the space of just
four weeks.
The events including Marketing Week

Live and The Education Show were
specially selected to embrace the power
of face-to-face with prospects and
existing customers alike. The events also
tested new Allwag messaging to gauge
the reaction from target buyers.
Set design and carefully targeted

giveaways aligned with Allwag’s brand
values while providing a new visual identity
with ‘wow’ factor dynamic lighting to
showcase feature products. Visitors flocked
to the stand to learn more about how
memorable merchandise can deliver results.

Allwag Promotions goes live
Allwag’s new business development

manager, Danielle Collins said: “Our latest
exhibition run proved a great way to create
a buzz around the Allwag brand. In one
afternoon, we engaged with 40 potential
customers. You wouldn’t be able to see that
many people in the space of an entire day,
even if you were doing back to back client
visits all week.”
Team Allwag also sponsored branded

bags at one of the key exhibitions. This
activity, coupled with a heavyweight
pre-show marketing campaign, helped
maximise the company’s ROI as well
as encouraging visitors to their stand.
As a consequence, the company was a
finalist in Digital Doughnut’s Best Offline
Marketing Award.
Director, Angela Wagstaff said the

company’s
planning,
strategic
and creative
thinking had
paid off. “We
are delighted
with the
results, in
fact, we just
received notification that we are now an
approved vendor for a multinational mass
media company we met at one of the
shows. When that happens, you just cannot
help but glow with pride. A special thank
you goes to the entire Allwag team for
their hard work and dedication and also to
our supplier partners who assisted us with
branded samples and on-stand support.”
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bottles to demonstrate how sustainability is a
growing trend among promotional products.
End user events such as MWL and

B2B Marketing are just one way of
getting direct to an audience. Some
distributors have found that holding their
own events provides a useful platform
where they can deal with potential
customers, bring suppliers into the fold,
and create an event that reflects their
company character more effectively.
The Outstanding Promo Show (TOPS)

has been run by Outstanding Branding for
the past six years on a biannual basis to
keep it fresh. Sales and marketing director,
Andy Thorne, says the magic to making
it work is planning and looking at post
show surveys to see what clients want.
“TOPS has its own brand which is

recognisable, an incredible venue rather
than just another hotel and we go to
great lengths to market the show making
sure we always have 120 plus quality
attendees. We take the investment our
supply chain gives us very seriously and
work tirelessly to give a good return on it.”
Lisa Munro, managing director, Marke

Creative Merchandise agrees that achieving
ROI is important when exhibiting. “We
establish what our objectives are, whether
it is general awareness, how many contacts

B2B Marketing
in numbers
• 11,676 visitors

• 87% to attend next year

• 68% were budget decision makers

• 300+ world-class speakers



Marketing

we make, or conversions to sales, and
then three, six and 12 months after the
event we evaluate how the show has
delivered against our objectives. Every
year we compare how each show has
performed and then decide which show
to commit to the following year.”

Fluid Branding had a big presence at MWL
and managed to create an impact with a
market stall themed stand that showcased
crates of colourful merchandise. Gemma
Richards, marketing manager, Fluid says the
company also runs its own events as well as
other shows. “We do various events across
the UK and Europe and I think injecting your
brand's personality into these events is the key.”
Nic Taylor, sales and marketing director,

Dowlis Inspired Branding says successful

MWL in
numbers
• 5,500 visitors

• 91% of visitors work in marketing

• 74% senior audience

• 85% have purchasing power

• 129 average leads per exhibitor

Find out how Pro Ad planned its
own show on the next page

shows, of whatever ilk, are all about getting
people through the door, and creating
a buzz with pre-show marketing.
“The support of suppliers is essential

with attendance, giveaways and a client
friendly approach,” she says. “The venue
is also key, and an extra ‘non-promo’
activity is always a good pull. The location
is also important, I would imagine it’s
much easier to draw London clients to

a London show rather than clients all
over the UK to a regional location.”
In other words, it’s all about planning

perfectly, building excitement, and delivering
an experience that visitors can really enjoy
on the day. Simple really, isn’t it?

CALLUS
for…
- Expert knowledge and advice
- Unique, exclusive and innovative products
- First class service and a friendly team that really care
- Top quality gadget brands such as Philips, Xoopar,
ODOYO and many more

0844 875 7624
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Running your own end user show can open up direct dialogue
with customers, but it takes a lot of preparation, says Loren Nardini,

commercial director, Pro Ad

DRAWING AN
AUDIENCE

R
unning an end user show can
be very intensive financially
and time wise for the whole
company, with sales executives

needing to contact their customers
and prospects to promote the show,
get people registered and marketing
focusing their activities in promoting
the show rather than the company.
There is a risk of this taking over the

company in the build-up, and having
a knock on effect on sales if not done
correctly. However, the potential rewards
are high with opportunity to sell away
from the standard, create a demand for
a product, increase margin, identify new
sales leads for product ranges previously
not established with a client, or even
converting a prospect into a customer.

Post show workload

A successful show does not end at the
end of the day of the show. In order for
the show to be successful, the after-
show work also needs to be intense with
quotes (estimate in the region of five
or six enquiries per attendee), samples,
and follow ups. All of this has to done
alongside the week’s normal workload

for the team. Having this process planned
and organised and getting through it all in
timely fashion is a necessary ingredient.
We run our own end user show

bi-annually where customers and prospects
from around the country visit us to learn
more about our latest products and services.
One of the key ingredients is the

investment of time which has to be put in
in the form of marketing campaigns to get
attendees through the door. We have found
that being very proactive at the stage of
attracting visitors to the show by using a
variety of communication channels directly
and indirectly is crucial for attracting the
type of visitors that we want to target.

Magic ingredient

Some other very important ingredients
for a successful show are the variety of
products featured on our stands, the
quality of the presentation, as well as how
helpful and communicative the suppliers
that represent us on the day are with our
clients. Our supply chain plays a vastly
important role in the show’s success. It is
very important that they understand our
business and our customers as the nature of
the business relationship is very different to

the one between distributors to suppliers.
Another important factor is the choice of

speakers for the show. Seminars on current
subjects relevant to our visitors’ work
interests always attract more customers
to our show. Additionally, our post-show
satisfaction surveys have shown that
the performance of our speakers is very
important for the positive evaluation of
the show. Our visitors appreciate helpful
advice that they can take with them
and apply to their work to add value
to it. Finally, including innovative and
interactive aspects in the show keeps our
visitors even more engaged and keeps
them entertained throughout the day.

Other shows

We also exhibit at other shows, usually
locally. The return on investment we are
getting out of them varies. They are a good
opportunity to talk to people, get feedback
on trends and preferences and put our
company and what we can do in front of
people that might not have heard about
us before. Usually every show gives us the
opportunity to engage with a few valuable
leads and put our foot through the door of
customers with good spending potential.
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Catalogue report

Print has been counted out time and again, but it is still a mainstay of
merchandise marketing. Here’s why

BIG BOOK
MARKETING STILL DELIVERS

I
t would be easy to read the runes and
infer that the paper catalogue is on
its last legs. We live in an increasingly
digital age where information is

available at the stroke of a few keys. Why
should businesses bother with the time
consuming, costly, and environmentally
damaging production of the annual ‘big
book’?
The signs are not good for traditional

users of print. Last year, Argos, one of the
biggest producers of a printed catalogue
announced it was trialling going digital in a
few stores. Next year, the Yellow Pages will
print its final edition after 51 years.

In the world of business to business,
catalogues have long been an effective form
of push marketing, but for how much longer?
In March, the Promotional Union Catalogue
Group announced it had reached the difficult
decision not to produce another catalogue
after 18 years in the business. The current
catalogue will be administered until the end
of August 2018.

STILL RELEVANT
However, elsewhere catalogue groups
continue to do robust business and are
emphatic that these paper tigers still have a
job to do.
Richard Pettinger of Ignite Group says that

even with 80% of marketers going online as
the first port of call, there is still a long-term
future for catalogues.
“Anyone can have a website these days. A

catalogue gives credibility to the company,
especially when it is a top-quality product,
exclusively branded both on the outer
cover and the inner end papers,” he says.
“The catalogue can work hand in hand with
the website - just take the Next clothing
catalogue as an example of success and
longevity. Catalogues use high resolution
images whereas websites are invariably a
poorer quality low resolution shot.”
Ignite, which represents 34 distributors,

will print around 40,000 catalogues this year,
a figure that has remained relatively static
except for last year when there was a big
increase in print run. This has now dropped
back to the regular figure.
The Encore Group counts around 80

distributors as members and will print
about 25,000 copies of its catalogue. Diane
Jaggard of Encore says that although it
offers an electronic version of the catalogue
on the homepage of every skin site it
supplies, people still refer to past catalogues
and seem to like looking through a printed
book. “A book is always to hand, although
our new websites for 2018 will be more
responsive and mobile friendly.”

What’s in a
catalogue?
• The average cost of a catalogue
mailed to a UK address is £2.69
second class including a pen with
franked mail.

• Many catalogues are printed with
paper from responsibly sourced
wood from carefully managed
forests, as well as recycled paper.
Some also use green inks.

• It takes up to six months to put
together a catalogue, including
product sourcing, picture
searching, design and printing.

• Catalogue groups can offer
digital versions of the product and
the opportunity to run online ads.

Encore launches its catalogue in May. “We
find that the timing is perfect,” says Jaggard.
“It’s at the end of roadshows and exhibitions,
in time to get all the new products and
suppliers launched at PSI, and in time for
new price lists so our data is always reliable,
clear and correct.”

Catalogue
groups bring

together suppliers
with events such as

the Advantage awards
(left) and Ignite's
annual race day

(right)
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COLLABORATIVE
APPROACH
PAGE Group, launches its
book at the beginning of
June. PAGE’s Brian Hayward says
that with most suppliers introducing
new products and prices in
January, it takes until summer to
print, by the time products have
been selected, images collated, and
data compiled.

The group ask its members
what they want from the look
and feel of the catalogue by
way of a survey. “From that a
design agency produces design
concepts for our approval. Final
designs are submitted to the
steering group, made up of a
selection of PAGE members,
who decide the final format,”
says Hayward.
All products featured in the

PAGE catalogue are picked
on merit. More than 8,000
products are compared to
produce a catalogue with
around 1,400 products. Once
selected, suppliers are given
the opportunity to purchase
the best position on the page,
ensuring an enhanced feature
for their product.

PERSONALISATION
Ignite offers a full colour bespoke
cover as standard and up to
six end papers that can be
personalised in full colour in any
way that the member requires.
“This really makes the

catalogue their own property
and not just an ‘overprinted
cover’,” says Pettinger.
With some of the bigger

distributors now providing digital
visualisations of products bespoke
with logos, there is room for
further development, he admits.
“There is always going to be

a balance of financial viability
with a catalogue, so to include
all items in every colour would
just not work. However, this year
on our introductory page we
are demonstrating choosing a
product by colour, which is highly
relevant to logo matching.”

RELATIONSHIP BUILDER
Lawrence Angelow of
Advantage Group says it
should be remembered that
the catalogue is just the door
opener. “Catalogues are often a
conversation piece, just the start
of the story and relationship

Why catalogues work
• Buyers who receive a catalogue spend more, buy more
frequently and stay customers longer, Royal Mail Tracker
research shows.

• A study by Internet Retailer in the US showed that those who
received a catalogue spent 163% more than those that didn’t.

• Even the digital generation like catalogues – Royal Mail
figures show that 56% of under 35s are likely to buy from
catalogues, compared with 50% of the population.

• One thing that a catalogue can do, that nothing else can
is sell you things that you never knew existed and introduce
you to brands you’ve never heard of. It overcomes the
weakness of the web that you can’t search for something if
you don’t know it exists.
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with buyers,” he says.
Advantage has 75 distributor

members and has upped
production by 9% to about
30,000 catalogues this year. Its
launch will be in July and the
catalogue will include feature
shots on specific products as
well as research and advice
pages for the first time.
This is an approach that most

catalogue companies seem
to avoid, skipping value added
content and focusing on the
all-important products. Maybe a
missed opportunity?

LOOKING GOOD
As a rule of thumb, the better
your catalogue looks the less
chance it will be thrown away,
says Hayward, and catalogue
companies work long and
hard to ensure that their books
present the best possible view of
products.
Encore changes paper quality

and feel on a regular basis as
well as layout and order. “We
work with suppliers to help
them make the most of their
products using brand names
and highlight featured products,”
says Jaggard.
Ignite produces the only hard

back catalogue on the market,
says Pettinger. “It’s square, so

different to standard A4. This
sets us apart from all other
catalogues and the book is
retained for many years, never
discarded and usually returned if
not required as it is too good to
throw away or recycle.”

IT’S ABOUT BUSINESS
But looks only matter to a
degree. Ultimately catalogues
continue because they work
for clients and members of
groups. A catalogue is part
of the marketing mix that
can help distributors convert
fickle customers to clients,
says Hayward. Catalogues can
demonstrate experience, quality
and professionalism.
“More and more end-users,

especially the bigger clients, look
for security as part of the sales
package they require. When
I talk about security I mean
certification ensuring quality and
ethically produced merchandise.”
Pettinger adds one other

point. “It is not just about the
catalogue. The group provides
a camaraderie for the members,
both for business and pleasure.
A vast experience to be shared
in sourcing. A security of being
part of something much bigger.
More respect from the supply
chain. One big happy family.”
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Sedex

Sedex 2018 provided an eye-opening insight to the challenges facing
business, as well clues on how to tackle them. Gordon Glenister reports

SUSTAINABLE
DIFFERENCE

L
ife beyond compliance was the
theme of the Sedex Conference
this year. This is the first time I had
been to the Sedex Conference and

I have to say there were some powerful
messages coming out of it. For those of
you that don’t know Sedex stands for
the Supplier and Ethical Data Exchange
and is made up of more than 50,000
members in 140 countries representing
brands in the entire supply chain. We
have a number of our members also
Sedex approved, and I was delighted to
say the BPMA was official media partner.
Sustainability is an area of concern

for our planet and we all have a duty
of responsibility to consider how
we manage waste, employ people
ethically, and manage our supply chain
properly. However, having numerous
suppliers and limited in-house
resources can overwhelm a supply
chain management team making
it difficult to spot potential risks.
The scale of issues can be

overwhelming and there were some
shocking statistics revealed at the
conference. Some 7.5 million people have
been displaced in the past year since the
war in Syria; the UK has some of the most

polluted rivers in the world; we recycle
less than 10% of what we consume; eight
million tonnes of waste is dumped in our
oceans every year; seven million hectares
of land have gone through logging.
Modern slavery is of growing concern.

In just two hours, 400 people will have
been sold to slave labour and there are
over 2.7 million deaths in the workplace
every year. In fact, there are more than
45 million victims of slave labour across
the world, including 13,000 in the UK.

Taking a lead

The recent news about banning single
use plastics isn’t going away and this
could have an impact on the promotional
merchandise industry. TV broadcaster
Sky has agreed to ban the use of single
plastics in its supply chain from 2020.
Our industry is notoriously poor at
compliance both from an awareness and
execution point of view, but many of the
bigger operators on both the supplier
and distributor side are realising it is
an essential part of their operations.
Increasingly, it is being driven by the

big corporates demanding it. Marks &
Spencer is an excellent example of using

social compliance effectively through
its supply chain. Its ‘Plan A, because
there is no Plan B’ project, is a major
part of its corporate communications.
Such ethical compliance should not
simply be a tick box exercise to win
business but a way of changing the
visions and values of an organisation.

Ignorance is no defence

Dutch prosecutor Dr Warner ten Kate
shared some amazing test cases that
involved corporations that have been
fined and CEOs imprisoned for allowing
slave labour. Even if workers accept their
working conditions, if their employers are
not abiding by international European
standards, then it is no defence. He
gave the example of major retail chains
being caught out because they were
indirectly employing lorry drivers that
were from Romania on a lower rate of
pay with very poor conditions, such as
staying in the cabs for weeks on end.
Ignorance is no defence – companies
need better processes to demonstrate
the integrity of their supply lines.
Another concern for workplace

absence is stress. In 2017 alone 526,000
people suffered illness arising from
work-related stress and depression,
costing 12.5m lost working days. In
China 40% of workers report that they
are negatively affected by stress.

Making a change

Enforcement agencies are keen to
work with organisations that can
affect change. In principle this has to
be about driving the 4Ps: prevention,
prosecution, protection, and partnership.
Major broadcasters have also played

their part in uncovering problems in
factories for, example the JD Sports and
Apple cases spring to mind, but there will
be others. The damage in reputation for
these organisations can be considerable.
Arguably, we all have to work together
in improving the status quo.
So, what can you do to ensure you

work with ethical suppliers? When
was the last time you audited your
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supply chain? If you work with a major
client, you need to know that you can
rely on your suppliers to deliver. How
do you know they don’t have slave
labour? How do you know the products
are legally compliant and meet all
European standards? What is your risk
exposure if your client has a problem?
Research conducted by DNV Viewpoint

2016 says that for 1 in 3 businesses

sustainability matters to a great extent
and buying decisions can be considered
around this. However, only a very
small percentage of organisations have
reached out to all the tiers in their supply
chain, although 42% have addressed this
with their tier 1 suppliers. It’s not an issue
that will go away though - the research
found 72% of those surveyed said that
the pressure for a more sustainable

supply chain will only increase.
So, what can you do to affect

change? For one, you can demand to
see an ethical audit or Smeta, consider
joining the BPMA and definitely join the
BPMA charter programme. A factory
worker that’s engaged with their
employer and feels that their opinions
are valued can have a profound effect
on productivity and wellbeing.

2013 2014 Europe Asia North
America

South
America

Large
Companies

LEADERS

Improved ability to meet customer needs 49% 54% 44% 55% 53% 30% 50% 58%

Improved relationships 41% 36% 33% 45% 43% 54% 53% 47%

Reduce social or environmental risks 38% 40% 39% 37% 38% 39% 55% 58%

Gained brand reputation and awareness 33% 34% 36% 27% 27% 43% 42% 66%

Gained competitive advantage 27% 29% 22% 30% 19% 30% 27% 40%

Increased market share 16% 17% 13% 20% 8% 9% 17% 31%

Other benefits 8% 10% 7% 6% 15% 13% 11% 22%
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Interview

STEPHEN GIBSON
IN THE HOT SEAT

Stephen Gibson has helped Mid Ocean develop into a serious player in
European merchandise. He explains thhhe journey

Stephen
Gibson’s
career

Having worked for Philips
Lighting, Gibson crossed
paths with Mid Ocean
in 2002 as senior supply
chain consultant for KPMG,
shortly after the company
acquired ITD in Spain and
Impex in Germany. Having
facilitated integration
of back-end wholesale
activities, he was asked
to join the board of
directors and management
shareholding of the group
in 2004.
In the role of supply

chain and ICT director,
he was the initiator of
the establishment of the
warehouse and decoration
operation in Poland and a
new ecommerce platform.
Gibson was responsible
for the reorganisation
of the company in 2013,
eventually leading to a
two-phased management
buy-out that was
completed in 2016.
Today, he is CEO of Mid

Ocean and the majority
shareholder of Mid Ocean
Group alongside Rutger
de Planque, the former
CEO PF Concept.

Mid Ocean brands, one
of the leading European
merchandise wholesalers,
takes compliance very
seriously, says CEO, Stephen
Gibson. End user buyers are
ever more demanding of what
they want, when they want
it, and, at times, what price
they want to pay for it. They
are also much more involved
in the selection of product,
particularly among the larger
brands.
However, Gibson admits

that talking compliance can
sometimes be risky too - we
don’t want to scare them away
from buying merchandise,
but we do want them better
informed.
“We make every effort

to promote certain legal
requirements that apply to
products in our catalogue
so that distributors can
convey that message to their
customers,” he says. “End
users are taking more
notice of corporate social
responsibility, not just because
it’s the right thing to do, but in
some cases it’s commercially
beneficial too. Transparency
though the supply chain is
something we shouldn’t shy
away from, but it still comes
down to trust. Our European
factory is regularly audited
by our major customers and
often with their end users’
customers too. Compliancy
is key.”

Q.What trends are
you noticing?

A. Our market can have its
fair share of gimmicks, like
electronic bikes and fidget
spinners, and they are great
for creating a pull factor but
don’t tend to last too long.
Of course, there has been

a growth in eco-friendlyyy
products. Functional
evergreen products in thhhe
low to mid-price range aaare
growing the fastest. We’vvve
noticed some of those
buyers want specific
selections, for example
in the drinks industry.

Q.Tell usabout your
factory visits.

A.We’ve carefully
selected customers
tttooo cccooommmeee ooovvveeerrr ttthhheee ssseeeeee
our printing facility
in Poland. We have the
teams not just visit the
facility and watch the
process but get involveddd
too. This hands-on
approach certainly
improves awareness anddd
a better understanding ooof
the entire ppprint ppprocess.
We believe in creating a
platform of learning thattt
suppliers should embraccce
and work through the
distributor.

Q.What are the
threats to the

industry?

AAA. III aaammm hhhooonnneeessstttlllyyy vvveeerrryyy
upbeat about our industry. I
think there will be more
consolidation of some ooof the
mid-sized distributors, aaand I
do feel that distributors aaand
end users will be far morrre
selective about who theyyy work
with. Some of the distribbbutors
are using review websiteees
to boost their rankingggs,,,
particularly the internet
providers. I believe the market
is eventually most benefitted
by transparency and critical
evaluation of performance
throughout the value chain.
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GDPR

In a relatively close industry such as merchandise where everyone
knows everyone, the issue of data is being thrown into sharp focus by the

requirements of GDPR

WHOSE
DATA
IS IT?
W

e’ve probably all heard stories
about former staff leaving a
company for new jobs and
current clients then placing

orders at the company they’ve moved to.
It’s not uncommon, and it’s not surprising,
so what can companies do about it?

The BPMA has been helping its members
get ready for this new regulation in May
but employers should know what they
can do should they discover an employee
has taken its customers or other sensitive
data, such as of intellectual property,
or details of processes and policies.

Legal proceedings should be considered
in such situations, but it is costly and
time consuming to tackle such issues

once the horse has bolted. Former staff
may suspect that legal processes are
unlikely to be seriously considered and
‘risk it’ for a quick commercial gain.

However, employees who take personal
information from their employer when
moving jobs are committing a crime. A
Yorkshire paralegal who changed firms
was prosecuted after emailing himself
information on more than 100 people before
taking up a new job. Not only was he fined
for illegally taking information, but he was
barred from working in the legal profession.

“Stealing personal information is a
crime,” said Stephen Eckersley, ICO head
of enforcement, referring to the case.
“Employees may think work related

documents that they have produced
or worked on belong to them and so
they are entitled to take them when
they leave. But if they include people’s
details, then taking them without
permission is breaking the law.”

Unlawfully obtaining or accessing personal
data is a criminal offence under section 55 of
the Data Protection Act 1998 and punishable
by a fine of up to £5,000 in a magistrates’
court, or an unlimited fine in a crown court.

Businesses should make this explicit
to their employees to ensure that they
are in the picture with regards to the
law and their responsibilities. It may also
be appropriate to strengthen employee
contracts with regards to the theft of data.

A way to go before deadline
When it comes to data changes, even
large firms do not feel totally ready for
GDPR. According to PSI’s recent industry
barometer, only 33% of companies feel
prepared.

With only a few weeks to go before 25
May, many distributors and suppliers
are a long way from being compliant.
The BPMA has been leading the
communication on this important piece
of legislation that affects every business.
All members have been sent a 20-page
guide to the directive, in addition a
webinar was held on 9 April.

Members are also able to purchase
at a considerably reduced price a
package of compliance documents and
statements that are created personally
for every BPMA member. The package
has been developed by BPMA partner
DAMM Solutions and costs £175+VAT,
rather than the thousands being quoted
by some GDPR specialists.

Many large corporates are contacting

distributors for their GDPR statements
and want to know how they are using
their customer data. The extent of the
directive is far reaching as are the fines,
which can be considerable for non-
compliance.

Companies should consider GDPR as
a move forward into data best practice.
The catastrophic impact of Facebook’s
recent problems saw billions wiped off
the company’s share price.

So, are you really protecting your
data? What happens when ex-
employees leave your company? What
about old laptops - are they wiped?
What have you got on USB sticks lying
around the office? How long have you
kept CVs and employee information?
Most importantly, what steps have you in
place for a data breach. You must alert
the ICO within 72 hours if this happens to
comply with the directive.

If you need to find out more, contact
Emma Claridge - emma@bpma.co.uk.
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Reputation

Controversial artwork on a garment can be offensive and illegal. How do
clothing companies police their orders?

OFFENSIVE OR
EFFECTIVE?

W
hat happens when you
accept an order and
suddenly find
that you

have a problem with
the artwork message?
Product Media
asked a number of
companies whether
they had policies
in place on how
to handle this
and almost
none did.
Admittedly,

this is not
a common
occurrence, however
with apparel being a very
powerful communication tool for
charities, political parties, action
groups and unions, some businesses
may vehemently disagree with the
message. For example, one company
was given some work for one of the
life sciences companies. However,
it wasn’t sent through the company
but through an agency. The owner
of the company who had a big
issue with animal testing, said he
couldn’t do the job. Typical areas
of controversial subjects would
be religious, sexual and political
messages. It would also extend
to racist overtones or profanity.
We spoke to one supplier

who said they had an incident
when one of the print workers
didn’t feel comfortable with a
job and was given the opportunity to work
on a different job. What would happen
if this wasn’t possible? Do staff have the
right not to print or work on a job that
they have a fundamental issue with?
Another distributor head, said, anything

that looks a little risqué would be brought
to their attention and a decision would then
be made as a collective. He said that the
company was based on an ethical code,
and it didn’t want one job to damage this.
We also asked our legal team whether

by accepting an order that might
be illegal under the law, could the

Offensive

message

SENATOR’S
APPROACH
Andrew Hill explains how the pen
manufacturer polices orders

"At Senator as a manufacturing ‘brand’,
we refuse to accept any print matter
which ‘may cause offence’. This is
a wide-ranging term, but generally
indicates language and/or images
which may cause offence.

If a member of staff is upset with
something which may not seem to be
overtly offensive (but it is for them)
then we will respect their view and will
have a colleague oversee the workflow
process.

We have several requests every year
which include an offensive word or
imply offence. We will not, under any
circumstances, proceed with the order,
even if it is deemed to be ‘light-hearted’
amongst its intended target audience.
This is a group policy across Europe.

We explain the potential risk of
damage to our brand from such an
order and, in the majority of cases, this
is understood and accepted.”

distributor or printer be culpable?
An offensive Hillsborough T-shirt sparked

an online outcry which resulted in the arrest
of the man wearing it. But almost as soon
as the arrest, and subsequent charging of
the man was announced, some who had
been complaining began to wonder if it
was even illegal to wear an item of clothing
deemed to be offensive. Well, yes, it is.
This relates to the display of threatening

and abusive signs and words, likely to cause
harassment, alarm or distress. Wearing a
T-shirt with a perceived offensive message
is no different to someone coming up to

you in the street and causing you distress
or alarm with their words or behaviour.

The challenge we have now is that
with social media, this message
could be shared many times
causing multiple distress.

If you search google, it is
amazing how many websites
are promoting ‘offensive
T-shirts’. As an industry,
we constantly talk about
how effective clothing
is as a method of
communicating a
message. Perhaps we

shouldn’t be surprised
that some choose to use

the medium in a way that
offends rather than informs.
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Report

ADVERTISING WEEK
ROCKS LONDON
M

any of you won’t have heard
of this event, but you should
certainly be aware of it. I was
able to attend part of it this year

for the first time, writes Gordon Glenister.
There were 39,000 attendees over five
days in March, with 218 seminars and 963
speakers. The attendees were mostly from
the world of advertising including agencies
and major brands.
A number of personalities were also giving

their insight. Phillip Schofield explained how
he engages with Snapchat. June Sarpong
shared one of the panel debates on the
importance of diversity in the media and
workplace. Nicole Scherzinger talked about
her career and how technology has changed
the music industry and what artists now do
to promote their brand. Former Chancellor of
the Exchequer, George Osborne, who is now
editor in chief of The Standard newspaper

in London, talked about the challenges in
funding its free model. Major investment is
going into digital, but more brand wraps are
making a big difference and he will wrap it as
many times as he is asked to.
The BPMA’s partner association, PPAI

in America, has earmarked liaison and
partnership with Advertising Week in the US
as a key part of its end user engagement.
The promotional products industry has
to be part of the bigger conversation.
Interestingly there was quite a lot of
merchandise being given away. More
could be done, but it shows how important
product media is across the board.

KEEP
CALM

SAY YES
TO

URGENT LANYARD ORDERS

AND



Technology

T
he Internet of Things (IoT) is
becoming part of the everyday
fabric of modern life but let
us examine one of the key

building blocks that makes its adoption
possible. Much of our tech today relies
on connectivity through Bluetooth. This
20-year-old technology has truly come of
age with 4 billion connected devices built
and shipped in 2018.
Phones, tablets and PCs have become

‘technology life portals’ through which
people experience everything around them.
Bluetooth technology is amazingly native in
all of them and serves multiple usages.

Entertainment

Bluetooth delights with clear, quick
and convenient access to music and
entertainment. It has also assisted
the growth and boom of most home
entertainment devices that use it: such as
TVs, media players, remote controls, digital

assistants (such as Google Home, Alexa,
etc.), Virtual Reality devices and of course
gaming consoles.

New uses

Bluetooth Low Energy connects billions of
everyday devices to our phones and tablets,
creating new opportunities and markets.
From common everyday household items
to health and wellbeing devices, Bluetooth
is the common thread across some of the
most innovative business ‘start-ups’.

Sport and fitness

Fitness trackers have grown into a huge
new market in the past five years. These
devices help us plan and track fitness levels
and athletic performance and work toward
a healthier lifestyle by pushing our activity
levels. This information is then transferred
via Bluetooth in real-time to our smart
watches or even coaches and trainers.

Health

The medical industry is taking full advantage
of the power of Bluetooth with many new
and innovative devices such as blood
glucose monitors, pulse oximeters, asthma
inhalers, and other wearable medical
devices that use Bluetooth technology
to help administer medication, diagnose
injuries, and transmit critical information
securely from patients to providers.

Total connectivity is no longer a sci-fi dream. Thanks to Bluetooth,
it is a reality in many areas of our lives, says Matt Pluckrose

THE FUTURE IS BLUE
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Technology

We also offer
full colour
photographic print,
ColourCoat and
screen print versions.

PhotoMug ColourCoat Screen Print

Add depth to your design with ColourFill
Enamel and your choice of Pantone® colour.

ColourFill
Enamel
Mugs

Connected homes

Bluetooth makes the IoT accessible to
everyone by connecting the connected home
and powering remote control management of
devices from fridges, smart bins, toothbrushes,
TVs, gaming consoles, coffee makers, and
children’s toys, to name a few.

Automotive

We are more connected to our cars than
ever before, bringing new levels of safety to
our roads and more enjoyment to the in-car
experience. Bluetooth in-car infotainment
systems enable hands-free calling and audio
streaming, helping reduce distracted driving
and provide a safer way to stay connected
on the road. Bluetooth comes standard in
nearly every new vehicle - 86% will have it
installed as standard in 2018.

Smart building

Retailers use Bluetooth to communicate
with shoppers’ phones. The release of
Bluetooth MESH and recent advancements
in Bluetooth Broadcasting make intelligent
building automation at scale a reality, even
in commercial and industrial environments
where reliability and security requirements
are highest.
With whole-building coverage now

a possibility, Bluetooth is expanding the
definition of the smart building enhancing
the visitor experience, increasing
productivity, and optimising space
utilisation.

Smart industry

Phones and tablets are replacing
on-machine displays, provisioning sensor
networks, and controlling factory floors.
Bluetooth technology powers wireless
sensor networks to enable predictive
maintenance and detect machine failures
before they occur, improving system
monitoring.

Smart city

Bluetooth connects residents and visitors
to museums, airports, and infrastructure
through their phones, helping propel cities

into a more connected future. Beacons
create rich, personalised experiences at
concerts, museums, sports clubs and
tourist locations. It also powers a growing
bike-sharing industry that is changing how
residents travel and cutting pollution.
Smarter solutions help officials connect

city infrastructures in ways never imagined
and gather data to guide informed policy
making.

Smarter homes

The fully automated smart home has
remained elusive, until now. MESH provides
the wireless connectivity platform that
enables automatic control of lights,
thermostats, smoke detectors, cameras,
door bells, locks, and more. Bluetooth is
now helping deliver the promise of the
smart home for the future.
So that is a brief look at the ways this

technology is far more central to our
everyday lives than many of us think.
Bluetooth is so much more than the tech
behind that small speaker or set of earbuds
we listen to our music on in the morning.
It is part of the fabric of today’s technology
and where the future most certainly lies.

Matt Pluckrose is managing
director of Desktop Ideas
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FIRST RESEARCH
SHOWS POLISH
ATTITUDE TO GIFTS

T
he Polish Chamber of
Promotional Products
(PIAP) has carried out
the first comprehensive

quality research on the perception
of promotional products in the
Polish market. The research, by
Ipsos, indicated that promotional
gifts are an important and
effective element of marketing
strategy that help build company
awareness and image.

Middle-sized companies
were found to invest the most
in promotional gifts, with gifts
being one of the best marketing
tools to indicate a company’s
status and provide information
about the brand. Small enterprises
found gifts to be one of the
most efficient communication
channels, offering potential
business opportunities, despite
a proportionately high financial
outlay. The research noted that
the advertising budget in larger
companies was so diversified that
gifts were replaced by other tools.
It noted the greatest challenge and
an opportunity for the industry to
strengthen share in this segment.

Ipsos’s report looks at what
types of gifts are best suited
to a given occasion and how
to create an offer for business
customers by segment. Ipsos
verified strengths and weaknesses
of promotional goods and divided
them according to their features,
functionalities and occasions.
The occasions during which
promotional gifts are given were
also analysed as well as the

significance of the packaging and
the manner of searching for gifts.

Functionality and quality were
determined to be the most
important features of promotional
products, while uniqueness was
considered the least important.

Employees responded best to
anniversary gifts or where gifts
were more individualised. More
standard gifts from employers
were viewed as office equipment.

KatarzynaWojniak, PIAP
management board office
director, said the association
recognised that it needed
more robust research into the
promotions market in Poland.
“For a long time, we wanted
to carry out a comprehensive,
professional and multi layered
market research. Thanks to
the gathered knowledge, the
companies who are members of
the Chamber can develop their
business in accordance with
the direction of the market.”

Researcher Ipsos questioned
those responsible for the
selection of gifts as well as their
recipients – customers, company
employees, and individual
recipients. The research set three
goals: to identify the general
perceptions and needs concerning
promotional gifts; to define how
promotional gifts are perceived,
and to establish the basis for
creating a successful marketing
campaign for promotional gifts.

The complete report is
available for PIAP members in the
Chamber Management Office.
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UNIQUE
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For more information on these or any other products in our range, contact us now on 01352 730 006 by
phone; sales@preseli.biz by email or find us on the web at www.preseli.biz.

Preseli’s pet products
are great. But how much

do they cost?

To register simply
visit www.preseli.biz
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• View comprehensive trade pricing
• Market with ready-to-use e-flyers

• Access and track your orders
• Obtain detailed product data

• Download hi-resolution images
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WONDERFULLY WORKABLE WEBSITE?

REGISTER

Hey Ziggo! Don’t panic! Preseli’s
prices are all on their galactic

supercluster of a website!

Pricing

Price is a powerful lever, but companies must
be careful about the claims they make

WHEN THE PRICE
ISN’T RIGHT

I
n tough times, buyers become ever more
price sensitive, and it can be a temptation
to promote hard on price. Of course, price
does not necessarily equal value, and

buyers should beware of other aspects when
weighing up where to invest their promotional
spend. Customer service, product compliance,
innovation, and after sales support are all areas
that matter to the overall perception of value.

However, it would be naïve to not consider
the importance of price. It is such a powerful
lever, which is why the claims that promoters
can make about it are closely guarded.

This is the case as much for B2B markets
like merchandise as it is for consumer
products. The UK Code of Advertising (the CAP
Code) offers guidance on how companies
can use price in their communications.

Lowest price
Marketers must be able to back up
claims that they offer the “lowest

prices” and should be able to beat, not
merely match, competitors’ prices.

Marketers should not claim that their prices
are lower than those of their competitors
for all products if they are lower only for
selected products. If they claim they are
generally lower, they should explain the
basis of that comparison, and be able
to demonstrate that it is a fair claim.

Lowest price claims must be verifiable
on the basis of information given in the ad.
Marketers should give a list of the selected
products either in the ad or in material
that consumers can easily locate. Dates
of price monitoring should be stated and
should be close to publication date.

If price changes are so frequent that
lowest price claims are likely to become
inaccurate, marketers should develop a price
monitoring and adjustment policy to ensure
that such claims can be supported. Marketers
must also work to ensure that claims that

appear in marketing materials with a long
shelf life such as directories, are accurate.

Price promises
Offering a price promise (for example, to
beat a competitor’s cheaper price if informed
of that price by a consumer) does not
justify a “lowest price” claim in the absence
of adequate monitoring or an adequate
price monitoring and adjustment policy

Any significant conditions attached to price
promises should be stated clearly (for example,
required proof of competitor’s lower prices,
time limits, geographic restrictions, exclusivity
of handling or delivery costs, whether the price
promise applies only to advertised prices etc).
For more information, visit the
Committee of Advertising Practice
website, www.cap.org.uk
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Nobody is too big too fail, and no business is too successful to
avoid fine tuning its credit control, says Mike Collins

THREE STEPS TO CONTROL

B
ad things happen in
threes they say.
First it was retailer

Maplin entering
insolvency. Then there was
Toys R Us closing down. Now
there’s talk of Mothercare
having to seek protection
from its creditors after posting
two recent profit warnings.
Couple these big brands

failings with other high-profile
giants like Carillion and,
within this industry Dukes
of London, then you quickly
realise there’s no logic in saying
“they’re too big to go under”.
Ripples from high profile

insolvencies travel much
further than just the immediate
suppliers. Unfortunately, many
major end-users may also
face insolvency now that
their ‘meal ticket’ has gone
under and this insolvency will
likely reflect upon distributors
and then in turn suppliers,
who will collectively face the
prospect of not being paid
due to a domino effect.
The big question is how and

where will distributors be able
to pass their burden of debt on
if they happen across just one
significant end-user failure?

Some distributors will be
more robust, organised and
a safer bet than others. There
are several reasons for this
including having their own
organised credit management
solutions in place. They supply
responsibly with adequate
client vetting procedures and
promptly pursue overdue
monies. This eases their day-to-
day situations in terms of
operating successful cash flows.
What must smaller

suppliers and distributors do
to mitigate any ripple effects
and prevent future debt?

1. Don’t rely on big-tickets

Tempting as it is to chase a
golden goose, recent events
show that no business is too
big to go under. Use big-ticket
invoices to re-invest in practices
to also bring in smaller but
more frequent residual clients.
If you must take on more risk
than usual, then at the very
least ensure that you get a 50%
advance deposit on orders.
With normal industry margins
built in, this will probably
guarantee that you safeguard
your own existence, even if a
major failure does come along.

2. Invoice sensibly

Distributors, analyse how you
are raising your invoices and
when. If you have a multiple
order for several items from

an end user that involves
several items over a period
of time, try to invoice them
separately rather than waiting
to raise one big invoice at the
end. Non or late payment
of a smaller invoice will
act as an early indication
of bad things to come.

3. Be aware of exposure

Good credit control is about
being vigilant and organised.
Regularly monitor your credit
limits and analyse the payment
days of your customers. If you
find a customer exceeding
both, act to reduce that
exposure before it’s too late.
End-users fully expect to be
chased for monies that are

overdue. Don’t be afraid to do
so. It is you that is in the right.
We are sometimes told

that business is all smoke and
mirrors. Recent events show
that some of that may be
true. The key for businesses
is to reverse that mirror,
look closely at yourself and
your practices and ask what
improvements can I put in
place to avoid the ripples of
debt pain lapping at my door?
What process and systems

can you rely on, to ensure that
you don’t suffer the effects
of yet another high-profile
business failure? If you are
unsure and would like any
assistance in this area, as always
feel free to contact us through
the approved BPMA channels.

Finance
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Quality management

Clients are increasingly calling on companies to demonstrate
they have quality management systems in place, before they will

do business. Here’s why it matters Matt Tilbrook explains

BUILD QUALITY INTO
YOUR BUSINESS

M
any organisations already have
a quality policy in place, perhaps
gathering dust somewhere.
While this may briefly outline

the organisation’s aspirations to provide
a quality service, a quality management
system (QMS) is much more in-depth than
this.
A QMS reflects what your organisation

does, how it is done and how it is managed.
The intent is that a QMS allows you to
identify, measure, control and improve
your core processes for the benefit of
your customers, delivering confidence
in your ability to consistently meet their

expectations.
When implemented properly, a QMS

helps organisations to streamline their
processes, helping to reduce errors,
resulting re-work and the costs associated.

ISO 9001: the ready-made solution

Without buy-in and ongoing actions,
policies and suchlike can go unloved.
Buying authorities are aware of this, which
is why the ISO 9001 standard is often
mentioned alongside questions regarding
quality management.
What may look like an unusual

acronym is the name of the world’s
most established quality management
standard, providing a structure for creating
a QMS. Developed by the International
Standardization Organization, ISO 9001’s
roots can be traced back to WW2 and has
been continually revised since through
worldwide input.
The standard is popular for three reasons:

credibility, its generic nature (it is suitable
for all organisations), and the fact that
it has been proven to improve quality
when implemented. Credibility is further
enhanced when obtaining certification
for the standard, where an independent
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Quality management

10% off ISO for BPMA
members
British Assessment Bureau offers BPMA
members a discount of 10% on its
services. In addition, it has introduced
a 20% discount to all certification
customers when they pay for their
certification in full rather than in
staged payments.

certification body assesses the organisation
against the requirements of the standard.
As such, this takes away the burdensome
task for buying authorities to check each
potential supplier.
Importantly, ISO 9001 takes away the

head-scratching result of being expected
to put in a QMS without any guidance. ISO
9001 sets out defined requirements, so any
organisation can put together a QMS that
works. Working with a certification body
also ensures nothing slips, while giving your
clients the added reassurance that you can
give more than your word; you’ve been
checked by a third-party body.

Tendering for work

Organisations are having to jump through
an increasing number of hoops to
pre-qualify for tender opportunities. This
can seem like added bureaucracy, but
with the public sector under pressure to
demonstrate it is spending tax payer’s
money wisely, it is more common. With
supply chain issues hitting the headlines,
the private sector is also starting to expect
more from its once trusted suppliers.
The new hoops to jump through range

from demonstrating what steps your
organisation takes to be sustainable, to your

policy on diversity.
Understandably, organisations

offering work want some
reassurance that you can deliver
a good service, on time and on
budget. As such, it is common
within tender documentation to
be requested to give evidence of
a quality management system.

If you are interested in developing
your own QMS, BAB can help. Call
them on 0800 404 7007.

Matt Tilbrook is head of online
services, British Assessment Bureau

CREATIVE
ADDITION
ADVERT
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Education

FAST TRACK
TO SUCCESS

It’s a common complaint that a frantic business environment leaves little time
for education. We followed BPMA learners taking a new approach to learning

F
or many promotional
professionals, dealing
with orders at the end
of an email or phone,

it’s easy to forget that there
is ultimately somewhere
that ‘stuff’ gets done.
As part of the BPMA’s

latest fast track educational
programme, learners are
given a behind the scenes
look at what happens at
the coal face of branding,
with a series of informative,
and fun, factory visits.
The idea behind the fast

track programme is to help
individuals create the time
for learning and to deliver
a hard-hitting educational
punch, explains Daniela
Arena, head of education
and best practice, BPMA.
“Through conversations with

our members, we know that the
biggest inhibitor to training staff
is the perception that it will take
too much time and is costly.
We understand that training
staff can be time-consuming
for managers, so we launched
the Fast Track programme to
give learners a blended learning
experience within a shorter
time frame – giving them a
start, middle point and end
to their particular course.”

The fast
track option

Fast track learners have to
collect 125 credits for the
TPM course before sitting
an exam to test what they
have learned. Credits were
gained by attending an
introductory or new member
seminar, by attending factory
visits, as well as studying
content online including an
introduction to the industry,
screen printing, artwork,
origination and proofing,
and customer service. A
graduation ceremony was
held at the RAF Club.
The BPMA is running

the next fast track offer
on the TPM programme
on 22 May, with a joint
introductory seminar and
factory visit at Senator
pens. Some companies
are now using the TPM
(Trained in Promotional
Merchandise course)
as part of an induction
programme for all new staff.
To discuss this further

please contact Daniela
Arena, head of education
& best practice, BPMA -
daniela@bpma.co.uk

Learners attend an
introductory seminar, attend
factory visits and log into the
training portal to study a series
of content, before sitting an
invigilated exam. Learners are
still in control and have to
be self-disciplined, but they
have the flexibility to study at
the office or at home in the
evenings and benefit from
industry specific training all
within a short time frame
but without jeopardising
the quality of the learning.
Launched in February for its

TPM (Trained in Promotional
Merchandise) learners, the fast
track programme makes great
use of factory visits
to impart knowledge
quickly and practically.
The visits are a highlight of
the learning journey and
complement the content for
the TPM level qualification,
allowing learners to engage
with suppliers, see theory put
into practice and gain hands-on
production experience.
The first intake of fast

trackers was taken to two
well-established promotional
suppliers, Listawood and Senator,
to see what happens to an order.
The group visited Listawood’s
Kings Lynn plant to see a

variety of branding methods
such as screen printing, pad
printing, etching and dye
sublimation, and were able to
get hands-on themselves.
This was followed up

by a visit to pen company
Senator in Harlow. Senator
managing director, Andrew
Hill, who hosted learners
during the visit, says that
education about products and
processes benefits all parties.
“Senator is always very

happy to host the factory-visit
section of the BPMA’s wonderful
education programme. This
intake were all lovely people
and were clearly ‘as keen as
mustard’ to learn as much as
they could whilst they were
with us. This type of enthusiasm
is infectious, and is indicative of
the importance of the education
programme in the real-time
development of our industry.
It was a very good, engaging,
day - well done to all.”

Senator’s Harlow base
is Europe’s only bespoke
promotional pen building.
Bringing learners to ‘Pen City’
gave them an opportunity
to see in detail what goes
on here and what a supplier
can do for customers.
As well as being given a

potted history of the company
- which is celebrating its 35th
year in Britain this year - and its
products, learners were taken
into the production area to see
the attention to detail that goes
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Education

What we
learned

“Great chance to meet other
suppliers and hear about their
evolution and learn about
their production methods.”
Matthew Metcalf,
Headwear UK

“Really worthwhile factory
visit, has really given
me some good ideas
on options for these
products. Recommend!”
Ryan Finnerty,
The TC Group

“Really informative and
interesting tour. In depth
and very educational.”
Will Robins, Prombox

“Understanding how products
are made makes it so much
easier to communicate
with customers and
improve their end results.”
Christopher Smith,
Vibrant Colour.

into every order, from preparing
screens for printing to mixing
paint to specific Pantones,
as well as the growing
challenge of doing everything
in a sustainable manner for
environmentally-minded brands.
During the visit, learners were

given an up-close experience of
Senator’s production lines to see
how many variables staff have
to look out for to ensure that
every order meets the standards
expected by customers. They
also saw how the company has
honed its processes to ensure
that quality remains high. What
looks deceptively simple when
an experienced operator is in
charge can actually be tricky to
maintain when someone with
less experience takes the reins.
As well as examining the

production process, learners
were provided with an insight
into the other functions
of the organisation that
come together to support
clients, including account
management, artwork, and
sales and marketing support.
Customer service is an

increasingly important element
of what determines supplier
choice, so understanding
how a supplier can support its
customers is as important as
knowing about its products.
The day was completed

with a quiz to see how much
of the information had been
absorbed by learners. Scores
were impressively high all
round, indicating that the
day was as educational
as it was absorbing.

CALL

NOW
Tel: 01642 225799

email: sales@crystalgalleries.co.uk

www.crystalgalleries.co.uk

Y E A R S
1983 - 2018

15% off Acrystalic Awards
Offer running throughout May
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HAPTICA

Bonn’s annual celebration of product media,
Haptica live, brought merchandise to life once more

TOUCHED BY
ADVERTISING

T
he sixth edition of Haptica live
in Bonn attracted 193 exhibitors,
an increase on the 174 in 2017
and 142 the previous year.

As well as an increase in numbers, 1,803
visitors were treated to the latest in product
media that engaged the senses. From
illuminated Coca-Cola bottles, branded
organic apples, and clothing made from
ocean waste, there was an all-round insight
into the industry’s latest trends, a free
run-down of the novelties and a large pool of
ideas for sourcing project-related products.
Of course, sustainability was a key theme

and a special zone provided information
on socially-responsible and eco-friendly
production. Products included notebooks
made from leftovers of apples, T-shirts made
of fairly-traded, GOTS-certified organic
cotton, and vegan jelly babies in compostable
bags, showing the variety of sustainable
alternatives that are available on the market.

Lecturer, Prof. Dr. Michael Braungart,
underlined the message in a presentation
that called on promotional products to leave
a positive footprint and not simply do less
damage to the environment. Other speakers
gave an inside view of their companies’
haptic advertising strategies. Tom Inden-
Lohmar, managing shareholder of Mampe
Spirituosen, explained how he had revived
the cult spirit brand with its elephant logo.

Meanwhile Deutsche Bank revealed how
its new campaign #positiveimpact relies
on the aid of haptic promotional products.
Visitors gained further practical tips in the

Best Practice Special Show: 17 campaigns
from all over the globe that illustrated
effective haptic advertising. They ranged
from anti-drink driving beer mats made of
metal from cars that had been involved in
accidents, to toilet paper made from mashed
election leaflets of German right wing
political parties. A Swedish campaign saw
scarfs made from air filter material to convey
information about the influenza period.
Best examples of haptic advertising

were also recognised in awards which saw
42 winners celebrated. Visitors could see
the winners during the day, ranging from
a table lamp reproduction of the Allianz
Arena, through to a BMW experiment set.
Next year’s Haptica live is taking place

on 20 March 2019, at the WCCB, Bonn.
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Moleskine event shows brand potential
Moleskine and SPS hosted an
exclusive distributor event at the
Studio Lumiére, London providing
the opportunity to meet the brand
team and gain insight into the core
values of the brand. It was the first
event of its kind outside of Milan.
This industry event was designed

to increase engagement with
Moleskine brand and provided
visitors with the opportunity to see
the brand’s latest objects. An on-site
screen print demonstration, gave
attendees a unique insight into
branding Moleskine objects, for use
as promotional gifts.
Visitors were further treated to

inspirational project case studies and
a selection of inspiring samples of
completed custom projects.

New end user campaign
website launched
Following membership feedback,
the BPMA launched its new buyer
campaign website around the
theme of ‘Bring your Brand to life’.

This campaign, using some
recognisable faces from the
industry, will continue all year
with hopefully more suppliers
coming forward. The website will
have more and more content
throughout the year and will feature
award winning products that can
be purchased via BPMAmembers.
The site also highlights the

importance of the BPMA charter
status, said Gordon Glenister,
director general, BPMA. “Any
sourcing leads will be distributed
via buyer location across all our
member base. The BPMA set up
an end-user task force made up
of a group of distributor members.
A number of new ideas and
initiatives are being considered
to promote the BPMA and the
merchandise brand even further.”
For more information, go to

bringyourbrandtolife.co.uk.

BPMA golf day tees off
The BPMA’s annual golf day is being held on
Wednesday 6th June at Burnham Beeches
Golf Club, near Slough.

The event, which is being organised
by BPMA board member, Clive Allcott of
Screenworks, costs £130 per person or £520
for a team.

Golfers will meet on the morning of
the event for bacon butties and hot drinks
before a 9-hole scramble and a light lunch.
The afternoon is given over to an 18-hole
better ball competition

A three-course evening meal will be
accompanied by awards for the morning
and afternoon competition winners. There
will also be other prizes for shots nearest
the pins, longest drive and more.
Hotel accommodation is locally

available. For full details, contact
Clive@bpma.co.uk, and visit the club
website bbgc.co.uk.

Limerick-based Gift Innovations
is a dedicated B2B gift provider
offering innovative solutions to help
organisations recognise, reward
and retain their employees and
customers. Run by Dr Paul Gadie and
Ann Lyons, the company is experienced
in sourcing and supplying goods.

The UK’s longest-established and
leading supplier of ties, Roberto
Group, has also become a BPMA
member. Parts of the company date to
1857, and the past 20 years have seen
the company build capability in the
design and sourcing of a wide range
of garments and accessories.

BPMA welcomes
new members
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BPMA CALENDAR
2018
22 May
BPMA Education programme
seminar and Senator factory
visit

25 May
GDPR deadline. Are you
ready?

6 June
BPMA Golf Day,
Burnham Beeches Golf Club,
Slough

12-13 September
Merchandise World,
Farnborough

www.oldeani.com
sales@oldeani.com
01245 262 611ISO 9001:2008 FM 592681 ISO 14001:2004 EMS 592682

Oldeani’s new catalogue is packed with up to
theminute tech and gadgets all perfect for
stand out promotions.

Email sales@oldeani.com to request a copy

Request
your new
catalogue
today
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New BPMA members
∞ Distributor A A Promotional Products

∞ Distributor Agri-Promotions Ltd

∞ Distributor ASAP Promo

∞ Distributor Award Signs & Business Gifts Ltd

∞ Distributor Brand Impression

∞ Distributor Branded Merchandising Ltd

∞ Distributor Branding365

∞ Distributor Concept Promotional Merchandise Ltd

∞ Distributor Connect Pro (Merchandise)

∞ Distributor Epsom Incentives

∞ Distributor Gift Innovations Ltd

∞ Distributor ID Card Centre

∞ Distributor JDM Merchandise

∞ Distributor JE Group Ltd

∞ Distributor Jo Group

∞ Distributor MSL-Desgins

∞ Distributor SB Print Ltd

∞ Distributor Sports Instincts Ltd

∞ Distributor Tall Order Promotions Ltd

∞ Distributor The Branded Items Group Ltd

∞ Distributor Tomato Source Ltd

∞Multichannel Supplier Fundamental Textiles

∞Multichannel supplier Oracall Ltd

∞Multichannel supplier Product Expectations Ltd

∞ Trade exclusive supplier Clear Prospects Ltd

∞ Trade exclusive supplier The Roberto Group
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People

Ten from two
Desktop Ideas
grows the
team

Desktop Ideas (DTI) is looking to
widen its appeal to professional
promotional distributors
throughout the UK by boosting
its external sales team.

The Thame-based
technology and gadgets
specialist has appointed Alan
Doyle as an account director
dealing with clients around the
country. Doyle’s strong sales
background and desire to deliver
excellent customer service
makes him a great match for the
business, said co-founder Sion
Jones.

“We were immediately
drawn to his energy, drive and
enthusiasm for delivering great
client experience and business
development skills,” said Jones.
“He has already fitted into the
business and conducted his first
meetings after two days - an
impressive start.”

Doyle said he had admired
DTI since entering the
promotional merchandise
industry. “DTI is at the forefront
of new and innovative products
offering support solutions for
its clients which I feel is vital
in today’s industry. I am very
excited to get started and
meeting both new and existing
clients to showcase the Desktop
Ideas story.”

This year sees DTI celebrate
its 20th year in business.

If you have any stories for
Product Media Magazine, send by email to:
editor@productmediamagazine.co.uk

Director
UK Lanyard Makers

What are you reading at the moment?
I’m currently enjoying What’s Brewing. It’s
great to see the revival of British brewers
and the variety that’s available as a result
What’s the latest music you have
downloaded to your smartphone?
Round the Horne. Of course, it’s before
my time but it is beautifully written
What are the most important lessons
you’ve learned in life?
Look back but don't stare. Reflection is
important of course but I prefer to look ahead.
This is a great time for British manufacturing
with new opportunities and challenges ahead,
so get ready. Also, have the strength to say no
Cappuccino or latte?
It’s tea all day and a beer after work actually
What makes you feel warm and fluffy?
Lambmadras and phall strength
spuds. I’m salivating at the thought
Best place in the world?
Kingsbridge, South Devon. Went there
as a kid and my kids say they love it
too. Wife’s not so keen though
If you could change one thing?
A cure for Alzheimer’s. It’s a cruel disease
How would you like to be
remembered?
Never last to the bar
What are you proudest of?
It’s our children. We have three and
they’re a credit to their mother in truth
What has been the toughest
decision you’ve had to make,
and how did you make it?
Leaving a salaried job and starting my own
business which would have been impossible
without the support and encouragement of
my wife. Now, I wish I had done it years earlier

Sales director
Rossi Ice Cream

What are you reading at the minute?
Land Rover: The Story of the Car that
Conquered the World, by Ben Fogle.
I confess to being a vintage
Land Rover super geek
What’s the latest music you have
downloaded to your smartphone?
‘I scream, you scream, we all
scream for ice cream’
What are the most important lessons
you’ve learned in life?
Make people like you. Have a read of Dale
Carnegie’s seminal business book How
to Win Friends and Influence People
Cappuccino or latte?
A coffee latte flavoured Rossi ice cream
What makes you feel warm and fluffy?
Unfortunately, not an ice cream
Best place in the world?
I grew up sailing – put me on a boat and
I am happy. Childhood memories centre
on my parent’s small boat and staying on
board watching the sunset then waking to
hear the water lapping against the hull
If you could change one thing?
Be able to buy Rossi ice cream at every
supermarket, filling station and restaurant
How would you like to be remembered?
If I am remembered as being half the man
that my father is now, I will be content
What are you proudest of?
Finding my amazing partner
and creating my two kids
What has been the toughest decision
you’ve had to make, and how did you
make it?
Leaving the retail clothing business
after 21 years and doing something
completely different, and much tastier

Charlie BirdPhil Hardy

MOVES
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Take an eppi, take a photo and send it to 20years@eppi-magazin
(keyword: #20yearsofeppi) or upload it directly
to www.eppi-magazine.com/20years.
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NEW FOR 2 0 1 8

Introducing an exquisite range of mechanical pencils, melding precision manufacturing with high-quality materials for
exceptional writing gifts exclusive to Pierre Cardin. Each can be laser engraved with your message.

Ask about the Pierre Cardin Writing Collection today
+44 (0)1252 400 270 | sales@pierrecardinuk.com | www.pierrecardinuk.com

P I E RR E CARD I N L US TROUS
MECHAN I C A L P ENC I L

F ON TA I N E MECHAN I C A L
P ENC I L

Stunning mechanical pencil fashioned from
polished brass and triple-plated in chrome or

22-carat gold.

MOUL I N MECHAN I C A L
P ENC I L

Hand-polished brass is finished with
lustrous resin or luxurious chrome for a

truly beautiful gift.

Impressive mechanical pencil with an
appealing slimline design and hand-etched

guilloche detailing.

Add a premium Pierre Cardin gift box

PB15 PB17

PR EM I UM PERSONA L I S ED P ENC I L S
FROM P I E RR E CARD I N PAR I S




